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Recently, the problem of relationship transference and the renewing of 
endowment insurance becomes a hot topic. While scholars are doing a lot of research 
on , the government is also trying to take some measures about it. In China, as a 
special community, transient population have been doing great contribution in the 
country's modernization and urbanization. However, in their moving, migrant workers 
often can't transfer or continue their endowment insurance relation, because of 
deficiencies in the design of endowment insurance system and local protection 
barriers, thus they suffer from pension portability loss. Pension means worker's rights 
and interests in the future. It is unfair that employees lose their endowment insurance 
relation just because they change their job or move to another place to live. Thus, the 
research about endowment insurance transference and renewing is meaningful in 
theory and practice. 
 As our endowment insurance system still needs improving and reforming, our 
policy is not fixed, and a lot of problems keep appearing during the process. With the 
author's analysis, we can clearly see the gap between theory and practice. How to 
eliminate contradictions, improve the present policies and carry them out in a better 
way is what the author trying to solve in this essay.  
The general idea of the paper is problem-posing, problem-analysing and 
problem-solving. In the paper, standard research method, literature research method 
and qualitative research method is adopted. The author first introduce the meaning of 
the research, reveal the root of the problem, review the history of endowment 
insurance system and analyse the problems in the reform. After this, the author 
analyse the transference and continuity of endowment insurance systematically and 
explain the real reasons in different angles. Finally, the author shows us the very 
measures we should take presently and in the future. 
In the author's point of view, it is an inevitable trend to built a unified old-age 
insurance system, but under present condition, it is impossible to achieve it at once. 
Then what should be done for the present? Firstly, endowment insurance coverage 
should be expanded. Secondly, the pooling level should be raised gradually. Thirdly,  















narrowed down. Fourthly, the management system of state organs and institutions 
should be reformed. Fifthly, the legal system of Social Insurance should be 
established as soon as possible. Sixthly, a unified social security e-platform should be 
established all over the country. Seventhly, the management ability of handing 
agencies should be improved. Finally, policy marketing should be emphasized. 
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计局 2005 年底在全国开展的 1%人口抽样调查工作显示，我国的流动人口已达到


































































纷纷将待遇确定性养老金（defined benefit pension plan）转变为缴费确定型养老
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